
Figure 1: Kiaransalee - The Lady of the Dead
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Date Time Actors Events

26th, Kythorn, early King Errilam King Errilam talks to Queen Ellesime and the Queen

1277 night and tries to negotiate a marriage between the king and Bodhi,

Queen Ellesime while refusing his proposal herself. The king demands

Jon be sent to serve him at Darromar while acceding to

her proposal and agreeing to marry Bodhi.

26th, Kythorn, early Joneleth Jon has discovered Bodhi’s plots and places a Geas

1277 night and on her to prevent her from plotting against King Errilam

Bodhi in spite of Bodhi’s threats, tears and entreaties.

26th, Kythorn, night Kiaransalee Kia meets and threatens Bodhi, while Bodhi

1277 and wails. Kia then finally tells Bodhi how to escape her Geas.

Bodhi Bodhi promises to serve Kia faithfully.

30th Kythorn, dawn Queen Ellesime Queen Ellesime tells Jon about the promise

1277 and King Errilam has extracted. Jon stomps angrily out of the

Joneleth bed chamber, threatening to settle the matter himself.

30th Kythorn, early Queen Ellesime The Queen afraid for the safety of King

1277 morning and Errilam summons Cap. Aduo’on and orders him to take

Cap. Aduo’on all measures necessary to keep King Errliam safe.

She learns then that the king and Bodhi have gone on a hunt.

30th Kythorn, morning Joneleth Jon teleports to where the hunt is going on

to have a ’chat’ with the King. He goes without telling anyone

what is on his mind and what he plans to do.

30th Kythorn, noon King Errilam, The hunters find the owlbear and corner it.

1277 Bodhi King Errilam charges the beast, trying to kill it himself

and The beast has been magically enhanced and is very fast

hunters and strong. A ’magically deflected stray arrow’ kills Errilam’s

horse, and the owlbear mauls him. Bodhi attacks the owlbear

herself, but is helpless. Jon then swoops down on the hunt,

rescues Bodhi and takes her out of the danger area. Jon is

suspected of deflecting the arrow to kill Errilam’s horse.
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Date Time Actors Events

30th Kythorn noon Bodhi’s Bodhi’s minions were responsible for Errilam’s

1277 minions death. The enchanted the owlbear to become stronger and

faster. They also fired and deflected an arrow to kill Errilam’s

horse, thus making the king easy prey for the owlbear. They

flee after their deed is done towards Argent spring

30th Kythorn afternoon Joneleth Joneleth returns the rescued Bodhi to

1277 and the company of her Green Spears, opens a portal, and

Bodhi vanishes. His whereabouts are unknown.

30th Kythorn late Joneleth Joneleth investigates Errilam’s death and remembers

1277 afternoon seeing Bodhi’s minions in hiding during the hunt. He

attempts to track the duo through the Wealdath.

30th Kythorn late Joneleth Joneleth is tracks them for some distance, but

1277 evening it becomes too dark. He is exhausted and prepares for

a reverie. His reverie is cursed thanks to Kia’s rune.

30th Kythorn night Priestesses of Errilam’s body is brought back to Suldanessellar.

1277 Suldanessellar Priestesses examine King Errilam’s body and

declare him dead beyond all hope of resurrection.

1st Flamerule, pre-dawn Bodhi’s Bodhi’s two minions who were running away

1277 minions kill each other - one with the blade and the other with the

poison. With them dead, Jon is in deep trouble, though he does not know.

1st Flamerule, dawn Queen Ellesime Queen Ellesime interrogates the Seven who

1277 and were supposed to protect King Errilam from harm. She learns

the Seven that they were deceived by magic into following an illusion

and that the king had no protection. She questions their word, is

interrupted by Duke Menerlim, and fears in her heart that Jon was

responsible for the murder of King Errilam.

1st Flamerule, dawn Rielev Rielev is trying to persuade Yurick to go back

1277 and to his rooms and rest. But Yurick is too upset and he

Yurick decides to go and confront Queen Ellesime straight away.
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